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Manhunt: Part 15

The Story (whatever that word means) So Far:

  After being rescued by Jacob Chalmers, a former associate of Stelakh's, the former crew of the IKS QIb now have in their possession a loaned Romulan ship, but still no plan for getting themselves out of the mess they're in. However, they've finally tracked down Alnar Varis, suspected for the attack that blew up the Starbase.   While interrogating Varis, Stelakh was thrown across the room, seemingly by some kind of backlash from his mind meld.

We rejoin everyone after the interrogation....

<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands with her back to Q'tor ::
FCO_Kookie says:
::at the conn::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Looks up at the ceiling, although it's not certain whether or not his eyes are seeing anything.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::at the engineering station working::
Alnar_Varis says:
::sits in the corner of the interrogation room, looking at the ceiling::
Alnar_Varis says:
::idly picks at his fingernails::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Attempts to get up, or at least into a kneel.  Finally, he settles for looking at Varis.::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Commander, see that Mister Varis is alright
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: watches the CSO struggle::
EO_McGuyver says:
::just for the heck of it tries to increase engineering effiency::
CO_Q`tor says:
:: goes around the corner and enters the interrogation room::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::voice low over communicator, so only Q'tor can hear:: *CO*: With all due respect sir, the last time you had "everything under control", you lost the QIb, as I recall.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glances over her shoulder :: CO: Varis is fine, the Vulcan I don't know.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  Who are you?
Alnar_Varis says:
::looks up:: CO: So, first a Vulcan, and now a Klingon... this ship is full of surprises. What next, a Bolian juggling flaming brands and singing Klingon opera?
CO_Q`tor says:
*EO_Doole*: That is enough from you Lieutenant.
CO_Q`tor says:
Varis: Who do you work for?
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Leans back against the wall with a wince, then forces himself up, using the wall for support.  His left arm hangs uselessly at his side.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands shaking her head still watching ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Mister Varis has had direct contact with the aliens, Captain.
EO_McGuyver says:
EO_Doole: Lets do our job.
Alnar_Varis says:
CO: I think your Vulcan can answer that better than I ::looks slightly uncomfortable::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: So I gathered.
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Are you alright?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  You misunderstand, sir.  Mister Varis currently holds an alien intelligence in his mind.  I believe neural scans in sickbay will confirm this.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::keeping his mind on his work, and on what is going on inside Varis' mind::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  It appears that my clavicle has been broken, Captain.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  Where may we find Jelifer, Mister Varis?
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Have yourself and Mister Varis transported directly to sickbay. I want Varis here under restraints at all times.
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: See to it that a "KLINGON" guard is posted to sickbay
Alnar_Varis says:
CSO: Undoubtedly not where I last saw her.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO/CTO: When you two are set meet with me in my ready room.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: leaves the observation room, headed for the bridge ::  DloraH: Report with Elite Rogue to SIckbay, in Klingon attire I am on my way to the bridge.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Reaches up and gingerly taps his commbadge.::  Stelakh to Bridge.  Beam myself and Mister Varis directly to Sickbay.  Inform the medical officer on duty to establish containment fields and prepare restraints for our guest.  Out.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the TL ::
DloraH says:
:: exits the bridge:: CTO: Aye, Commander.
CO_Q`tor says:
::heads off for the ready room:: *ALL*: I want all command staff in my ready room ASAP
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CSO*: I am senseing 2 minds within Varis.....Varis himself and an alien, but intelligible one. I can read Varis fine, but I can't get a read on the alien one.
MO_Jones says:
::sighs and gets confirmation from bridge about incoming injuries, walking to a console and activating a level 10 containment field around biobeds 3 and 4::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: exits the lift onto the bridge nodding to DloraH as he enters the lift ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes her station ::

ACTION: Stelakh and Varis disappear in a twinkling array of lights

EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CSO*: What are you getting from the mind meld?

ACTION... to reappear in sickbay to an equally stunning display of pyrotechnics
Elite Rogue says:
:: gathers outside sickbay::
CSO_Stelakh says:
EO:  Confirmed, Lieutenant.  I advise against attempts to contact the alien entity, Mister Doole.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CSO*: Agreed. Let's see if we can work around it.
CSO_Stelakh says:
MO:  Restrain Mister Varis.  I will wait, here.
MO_Jones says:
::grabs a tricorder and looks over to the CSO:: CSO: How're you feeling, Mr. Stelakh? ::runs the medical scanner over Varis::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Stands patiently by a biobed.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::works on a plan to clear their names just because he is tired of this life::
Alnar_Varis says:
MO: No need to restrain me, I'm not going anywhere
CSO_Stelakh says:
MO:  Captain's orders, Mister Jones.
DloraH says:
:: exits the lift and replicates a Klingon uniform, taking lead through the door to Sickbay, disruptor in hand ::
FCO_Kookie says:
::sits around working::
CO_Q`tor says:
:: Enters the bridge and heads towards the ready room:: FCO: Set a course for the Klingon border and engage, warp 5
MO_Jones says:
::smiles happily:: Varis: Good to hear it, because I didn't take the Hippocratic Oath and have no problem breaking your legs ::reads the scan on his tricorder::
Alnar_Varis says:
Self: ::looks up:: Oh, great, more Klingons.
FCO_Kookie says:
CO: yes sir.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scans for hostiles ::
FCO_Kookie says:
::sets course for the Klingon border warp 5 engages ::
DloraH says:
:: Stands near the sickbay door eyes trained on Varis ::
MO_Jones says:
::looks over his shoulder and sighs:: DloraH: Not IN my sickbay, please. Outside!
EO_McGuyver says:
::gets up and orders a ratijeno from the replicator::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::While waiting for the MO, steps over to the replicator and scans its available inventory.::
FCO_Kookie says:
CO: we are headed for the Klingon border.
DloraH says:
MO: MY orders come from the CTO and the Captain take it up with them, Sir.
CO_Q`tor says:
::Stands in the entrance to the ready room and turns around:: FCO: Very well.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Replicates a Starfleet uniform, and turns to the doctor.::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Engage the cloaking device
MO_Jones says:
::sets the computer to monitor Varis' lifesigns and restrains him, checking the bonds and sighing before turning around:: DloraH: This is my sickbay, Boyo, and my rules apply. Outside, or I sedate you and drag you outside
EO_McGuyver says:
CO: Sir I just have to say this is getting to be annoying, running away from our problems.
CSO_Stelakh says:
MO:  Doctor, you have a patient to restrain, and a patient with a broken clavicle.  Your prime concern is not with the Security Officer placed here by the Captain of this vessel.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: engages cloak as ordered :: CO: nothing on tactical scanners.
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: As soon as Stelakh returns from sickbay I want you and him in my ready room.
MO_Jones says:
::looks over to the CSO and jerks his thumb in Varis' direction:: CSO: Restrained. Get on the Biobed and I'll have you fixed up.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: HIja' HoD.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Climbs onto the biobed.::
DloraH says:
:: grabs Varis and restrains him by tying him hog-style to the bio bed ::
DloraH says:
:: moves back to the door way ::
CO_Q`tor says:
EO_McGuyver: We are not running away from anything Mister McGuyver, and I am not interested in your opinions. You and everyone else on board this ship will perform your assigned duties and follow my orders. If you have a problem with this then you are welcome to leave.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  I suggest you be more forthcoming with information, Mister Varis.  The Klingons are not likely to be as subtle in their approach as I.
EO_McGuyver says:
CO: I don't have a problem but I would like to get out of this ship. The romulan design sickens me.
MO_Jones says:
::sets up the Osteotractor on the CSO's biobed and sighs, looking over to the console monitoring the Vulcan's lifesigns::
CO_Q`tor says:
EO_McGuyver:  We will use this ship, and whatever else we have to in order to accomplish our goals.
Alnar_Varis says:
CSO: I thought you had everything I knew?
CO_Q`tor says:
::turns and goes into the ready room::
EO_McGuyver says:
::sighs::
Alnar_Varis says:
::adjusts his position slightly to be as comfortable as he can in the extra restraints::
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  It is a word of caution, Mister Varis.  They will undoubtedly ask you again.  And, given our mind meld, should you attempt to conceal information, they are likely to become hostile.
MO_Jones says:
::hums to himself and grabs an Osteoregenerator, setting it carefully and using it around the CSO's clavicle::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands trying to calm down thinking this whole thing is such a waste of time ::
Alnar_Varis says:
CSO: When are you going to understand I have nothing left to conceal? What else do you want to know?
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  It is not for me to understand.  You must convince the Klingons.
CO_Q`tor says:
::paces back and forth behind the desk waiting for Stelakh and Raveprowler to arrive::
CSO_Stelakh says:
MO:  Doctor?
Alnar_Varis says:
CSO: I have nothing left to convince them with. Ask the questions, I'll answer best I can.
MO_Jones says:
::looks up from his work:: CSO: Hmmm?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: waits impatiently for the CSO, thinking that Doctor sure is slow ::
FCO_Kookie says:
*CO*: sorry to bother you eta till we reach the Klingon border is 45 minutes.
CSO_Stelakh says:
MO:  Doctor, I must report to the Captain.
CSO_Stelakh says:
MO:  Doctor, your ministrations are adequate.  I will now return to duty.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Makes to get up from the biobed.::
MO_Jones says:
::sighs and finishes up, placing his Osteoregenerator back on the table:: CSO: Done, off you go.
CO_Q`tor says:
*FCO*: Understood. Do NOT cross the border. Upon arrival go to all stop, and remain cloaked. Maintain radio silence.
Alnar_Varis says:
CSO: So, whats next?
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Steps over to the replicator, takes the Starfleet uniform he replicated, changes into it, and sets off for the bridge.::
FCO_Kookie says:
*CO*: yes sir.
CSO_Stelakh says:
Varis:  You will be interrogated by the Klingons, I have no doubt.
DloraH says:
:: raises an eyebrow at the Doctor, fingering his disruptor ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Exits Sickbay.::
MO_Jones says:
::walks over to DloraH and looks up, folding his arms behind his back:: DloraH: Out. Now.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Enters the turbolift and goes to the bridge.::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::finishes working:: Self: There!
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Steps onto the bridge and immediately to the RR.::
DloraH says:
*CO*: Captain, we have a lil petak here who thinks the security you ordered for Varis isn't needed, Sir.
DloraH says:
:: Stands laughing at the MO::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGuyver: Hey, you've been working hard, doing a hell of a job. Take a break, and go get something to eat or something.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: follows the CSO into the RR::
MO_Jones says:
::throws up his arms and walks over to his medical trolley, grabbing a hypo and loading it with tranquilizers::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Presses the bloopy bleepy doorbell thing.::
EO_McGuyver says:
EO_Doole:Ok.
DloraH says:
::points his disruptor at the MO ::
EO_McGuyver says:
::reclines in his chair::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: I am now issuing standard orders Commander. Anyone who breeches Varis' security is to be arrested immediately and thrown in the brig. See to it.
MO_Jones says:
::turns and smiles at DloraH:: *CO*: Captain, if you have a moment, the security you placed in my sickbay have drawn weapons and pointed them at me and my staff.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::relaxes, mind solely on Varis' mind::

ACTION: The lights go out in Sickbay

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*DloraH*: By the Captain's order detain anyone who attempts to compromise security related to Varis.
EO_McGuyver says:
EO_Doole: We lost lights in sickbay.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::jumps to his feet::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO/CTO: Well, where do we go from here?
DloraH says:
:: drops to the ground, going commando style over to the biobed Varis is tied too reaching for him ::
MO_Jones says:
::walks calmly over to a console and activates emergency lights::

ACTION: DloraH gets his hands on something humanoid

ACTION: Jones trips over on his way to the light switch

EO_LtMJDoole says:
EO_McGuyver: Sorry bout your break. See if you can fix it, I'm sensing other problems. I'm heading to Sickbay.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, I informed Mister Varis that the Klingon members of this crew will likely interrogate him again.  I believe this to be a relevant course of action.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::rushes off to Sickbay::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: I agree.
MO_Jones says:
::mutters something about the dark and gets up slowly, once again going for the lights a little more carefully this time::
EO_McGuyver says:
::reroutes power back to sickbay::

ACTION: Someone pulls Jones back down

CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Commander, you and your staff will take over the interrogation when it resumes.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::takes Turbolift, arrives at Sickbay, moments later::
DloraH says:
:: stuns whatever he is holding and taps his combadge: *Bridge* Tacitical alert sickbay.
MO_Jones says:
::lashes out with his hypospray, hoping to sedate whatever grabbed him::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Were you able to determine any relevant information?
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Such as who he is working for, and what are their goals?

ACTION: Someone stuns Jones

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glances at the CO::

ACTION: DloraH feels something in his neck, then falls unconscious

CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  The most relevant, I believe, is that one of the alien life forms is currently residing in Varis' mind.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: upon hearing of the tactical alert leaves the RR pulling her phaser running for the lift ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  From the information I obtained, he appears to be working directly with...::turns toward the door.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Dismissed, Captain?
Elite Rogue says:
:: rushes into Sickbay.::
Elite Rogue says:
:: lights it up with palm beacons ::

ACTION: Sickbay is deserted, except for two unconscious crewmembers

EO_LtMJDoole says:
::senses Varis, and tracks him down::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: follows Elite Rogue into Sickbay ::
EO_McGuyver says:
*CO/CTO*:We have a problem in sickbay.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: moves over first to DloraH checking vitals ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: get to sickbay. I want to know what is going on.
Elite Rogue says:
:: immediately scans the entirety of sickbay ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Sir, the prisoner is gone.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Departs immediately for Sickbay.::

ACTION: The scans of sickbay pick up nothing unusual, not even a trace of where Varis went to

CSO_Stelakh says:
*CTO*:  Commander Ravenprowler, recommend we evacuate all shuttlebays and open them to vacuum.  We have lost more than one crew via shuttlecraft.
CO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: What? How?
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::stops, places hand on plasma conduits shell to get a more acurate reading of what he's sensing::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CSO*: Make it so.
CO_Q`tor says:
::storms off for sickbay ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*:: unknown Captain.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Stops by a wall panel, and orders the evacuation of the shuttle bays.::
EO_McGuyver says:
*CO*: I am activating security alert. ::Activates shipwide security alert:: I think the prisoner got away from sickbay when the lights went out.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: revives DloraH::
CO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: Heads are going to roll for this Commander!

ACTION: The plasma conduit Doole is touching explodes, throwing him across the room

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: ignores the CO's rantings and moves to the MO, checking his vitals ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
*All Hands*:  All Hands, this is Lieutenant Commander Stelakh.  Evacuate all shuttle bays.  Repeat evacuate all shuttle bays.  Atmosphere will be vented in twenty seconds.
Elite Rogue says:
:: fans out searching the entire sickbay deck ::
MO_Jones says:
::wakes with a start and yells, lashing out with his loaded hypo once more and aiming for the neck of the person above him::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Sets the venting of the shuttlebays with a 20-second delay, and heads for Sickbay.::
DloraH says:
:: stands disorientated ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
DloraH: What happened?
EO_McGuyver says:
::uses the internal sensors to detect the prisoner hopefully::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Enters Sickbay at a run, opens his tricorder, and begins with scans of the biobed Varis was on, looking for residual radiation.::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::gets up off floor, growling and shaking my head::
DloraH says:
CTO: Lights went out, I got ahold of what I thought was Varis and stunned him, last thing I remember was someone hitting me.
EO_Ratchett says:
::runs onto the bridge, and starts sending controls to the shuttlebays from the enginnering console::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: nods to DloraH::
MO_Jones says:
::pulls himself back together and mutters, rubbing his stomach:: DloraH: It was a bad shot too...
CO_Q`tor says:
:: Enters sick bay :: ALL: What in the name of Kahless is going on in here?
EO_Ratchett says:
::elbows McGuyver out of the way::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Sickbay remains secure, there is no residual power signatures, the doors were covered and unopened
MO_Jones says:
::stands up and mumbles to himself, clutching the hypospray protectively::
EO_McGuyver says:
::takes tactical and scans for the prisoner::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: revives the MO and turns :: CO: It seems that our prisoner disappeared.
EO_McGuyver says:
::finds the prisoner and activates the transporter on him::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::refocuses, regaining contact with Varis' mind, and continues to follow:: EO_McGuyver: I've got a blown plasma conduit here, send EO_Ratchett down here to fix it.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Reaches up and reconfigures one of the readouts to a science station.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::beams the prisoner to the brig and activates brig forcefields::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Self: Varis is on the Bridge.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Begins scanning for all commbadge signals vs. life signs on the ship.::
CO_Q`tor says:
::absolutely furious:: CTO: That much is painfully obvious Commander! I want to know how! Your men had one job. Restrain and guard a prisoner! Was that too difficult for them?

ACTION: Varis appears in the brig.

ACTION: Ratchett disappears in a transporter beam

EO_LtMJDoole says:
::heads for Turbolift, enters:: Bridge.

ACTION: The ship shakes

EO_McGuyver says:
*CO/CTO*:I beamed the prisoner to the brig.
FCO_Kookie says:
::wow whats going on::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*CO*: Varis is on the Bridge
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, I am reading site-to-site transport, as well as external transport, within this vessel.
CO_Q`tor says:
::feeling the shaking:: Self: Now what?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Request permission to report to the bridge, Captain.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::arrives on Bridge::
FCO_Kookie says:
*CO*: come out here sir the ship just shook.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: As far as I know Sickbay remains secure.
EO_McGuyver says:
*CO/EO/CTO*:Something just took the shuttlebay doors out.

ACTION: A shuttlecraft streaks away from the ship, visible on the viewscreen

FCO_Kookie says:
CO: sir look.
EO_McGuyver says:
*CO/CTO*:I beamed the prisoner to the brig.
EO_McGuyver says:
::tries to tractor the shuttle::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: checks the brig ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Attempts to lock on to the shuttle with a tractor beam.::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::rushes over and snatches Varis up, and pins him to the floor::
CO_Q`tor says:
*CSO*: Red alert. Sensors to maximum. I want to know what's out there!
EO_McGuyver says:
COM: Shuttle: Stop or be fired upon.
Alnar_Varis says:
ARRRGGHHHHH! ::Screams in pain, thumps the floor, and struggles in vain::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: looks at Q'tor in a rage :: CO: Nothing was on sensors, nothing got out of Sickbay, and shuttle bays were shut down.
CSO_Stelakh says:
*All Hands*:  All hands:  Red alert.  All hands to battle stations.  This is not a drill.  All hands to battle stations.

ACTION: No reply from the shuttle

MO_Jones says:
::wonders where his battlestation is::
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: You move, and I'll be snapping you in halves.
CO_Q`tor says:
:;settling down to a mere seething:: CTO: I want to know who is responsible for this Commander.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stomps out of sickbay for the bridge ::
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: Okay, okay, I'm not going anywhere....
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Scans the sector, with sensors at maximum.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::tractors the shuttle::
FCO_Kookie says:
*CO*: sir were closing on klingon border.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the lift leaving without the CO ::
EO_McGuyver says:
CSO:Shall I take its engines out?

ACTION: The tractor beam locks onto the shuttle

ACTION: Two Klingon ships decloak alongside the shuttle

CSO_Stelakh says:
::Initiates site-to-site transport from Sickbay to the Bridge.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::attempts to beam the operator of the shuttle to the brig::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: exits the lift taking her station ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Bridge Commander
EO_LtMJDoole says:
*EO_McGuyver*:Haul that shuttlecraft back here
FCO_Kookie says:
*CO*: sir klingon ships sir.

ACTION: The shuttles shields prevent the beamout

CO_Q`tor says:
::returns to the bridge::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: opens a channel to the Klingon ship ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Takes up the science station on the bridge, and again attempts to lock a tractor beam on the shuttle.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Channel open!
EO_McGuyver says:
::hauls the shuttlecraft back to shuttle bay and closes the airlock with forcefield::
K'varl says:
COM: Unnamed Romulan Ship: Unidentified Romulan Vessel, lower your shields, power down your weapons, and prepare to be boarded. You have five seconds to comply!
EO_McGuyver says:
*CTO*:We need you to detain the occupant of the shuttle.

ACTION: The shuttle slowly is hauled back towards the ship, ETA 2 minutes

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
::puts the CO on screen
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: Klingon ship: This is Captain Q'tor tuq Qaveq. Hold your fire!
EO_McGuyver says:
CTO:The shuttle is being reeled in. Can you detain the occupant for us?

ACTION: The shuttle is hauled back inside

EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: Nows, yous bes tellings mes wheres yous thinks yous bes goings.
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: Home would .. ow.. be nice...AHHH, can you stop twisting my arm!
EO_McGuyver says:
::sends a security team to get that pilot::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: You are on screen, Sir.
Elite Rogue says:
:: enters the shuttle bay::
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: Klingon Vessel: With whom am I speaking?
Elite Rogue says:
:: surrounds the shuttle weapons set to kill ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Begins wide-sweeping sensor arcs, looking for evidence of the alien vessels.::
Alnar_Varis says:
COMM: Q'Tor: This is Captain K'Varl of the Klingon Border Patrol. Do not attempt to deceive me, Romulan Vessel.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: Home? Why would I let you go home?
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: By the way, I dont know what you did, or how you did it, but thanks for whatever you did to get that thing out of my head...
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: K'Varl: K'Varl HoD. I realize this seems unusual, but while this is a romuluSgnan vessel, I assure you the crew is Federation Starfleet. Our former ship is the IKS QIb, which was the victim of sabotage.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: tell me about the alien inside your mind
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Scans the Klingon vessels.::
K'varl says:
COMM: Q'Tor: You think by claiming to be traitors instead of enemies you can escape with your lives, scum?
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::picks Varis off the floor, putting him in the XO's Chair::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Listens to the conversation, then arches a brow.::
EO_McGuyver says:
::orders that security team to grab the pilot and shove them in the brig::
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: You have no idea what it's like... doing whatever it told me... it wanted the station destroyed... I tried to stop it...
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, if I may, I wish to address Captain K'varl.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: Why did it want the station destroyed?
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: K'Varl: We have recently procurred this vessel. To prove to you the truthfulness of what I am saying I will lower our shields. You are welcome to send an investigative boarding party.
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: It was in the way, they needed that area of space... something about opening a portal
DloraH says:
:: marches EO Rachett off to the brig::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Commander Ravenprowler, lower shields and prepare to recieve boarders.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: I'm listening. Tell me more about this portal.
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: Thats all I know... just that they needed the area, and used me to get it. 
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain?
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Mister Stelakh?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  I wish to address Captain K'varl.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: drops shields ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: You understand that these are Klingons, and that they are NOT Starfleet Officers.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Yes, Captain.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls her hand phaser putting it on her console ::
Alnar_Varis says:
COMM: Q'Tor: My boarding party is assembled, Romulan Commander.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: You keep saying "they". Who is "they"?
FCO_Kookie says:
CO: We're getting close to the klingon border.
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: K'Varl: K'Varl HoD. Transport them when you are ready. In the mean time my Chief Science Officer Lieutenant Commander Stelakh, of vulqan, wishes to address you.
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: Those.. things.. I know their name, that thing had it in my head, but I can't pronounce it
CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: All stop. Stay within Federation space.
CSO_Stelakh says:
COMM:  K'Varl:  Captain K'Varl.  I am Stelakh of Vulcan, Ambassador of the Vulcan Diplomatic Corps, Lieutenant Commander of Starfleet, and Chief Science Officer of the late I.K.S. QIb.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
Varis: Try. It's ok. No one is going to hurt you now. I will not allow it.
K'varl says:
COMM: Q'Tor: Really? A Vulcan as well? My crew would likely have blown you out of the sector now if they weren't too busy laughing.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls her taj, holding it across her chest ::
Alnar_Varis says:
Doole: It's a bunch of clicking sounds. I can't even approximate it.
FCO_Kookie says:
CO: Aye sir all stop.
K'varl says:
COMM: Stelakh: And I am the second reincarnation of Kahless, Ambassador.
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: K'Varl: Are you blind or just stupid? Do I look like a romuluSgnan? ::motions towards the CTO:: Does my Chief Tactical officer look romuluSgnan?
CSO_Stelakh says:
COMM:  K'Varl:  As you are no doubt aware, the crew of the QIb has been accused of treason.  However, accused is not proven.  This accusation has brought dishonour to us all.  I request your assistance in regaining our honour.  In exchange, I am certain that Captain Q'tor could arrange for your engineering crew to review the technical data of this Romulan vessel.  This would bring honour to you and your house.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glares at the screen, fingering her blade ::
K'varl says:
COMM: Q'tor: The technology to modify viewscreen images has been around for many years, Romulan Commander.
EO_LtMJDoole says:
::places fingers in a mind-meld position on Varis' face, pretending to actually do a mind-meld, hoping the bluff will work:: Varis: Remember.
CSO_Stelakh says:
COMM:  K'Varl:  In addition, I am willing to submit myself for DNA analysis, which is also on Starfleet record, so that you may prove I am who I claim to be.
Alnar_Varis says:
COMM: Stelakh: You talk like a Vulcan indeed. But we shall see, once my boarding party arrives. They will either kill you as enemies, or arrest you as traitors to our allies.
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: K'Varl: Then send your vorSaq boarding party and confirm what you see! In the meantime, contact Fleet Captain Q'von of the House of Qaveq. He will confirm my identity!
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